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VISIONARY VISTAS
by Wanda Kubr akiewicz and Maja Borowicz

Maja Borowicz is a talented Polish artist whose paintings are
surrealist and magical, stunningly realized by her imagination,
talent and traditional techniques. What is most striking to a spectator, apart from the beautiful craftsmanship, is the deep mysticism and emotionality of her works. You may feel that your soul
is being taken on a journey through time and space where it experiences stories of the hope and heartbreak of her heroes and
heroines.
Maja has gained worldwide recognition, bringing the contemporary art world in Poland into the spotlight, particularly in the
futuristic themes of her work. Her paintings have been displayed
in numerous exhibits in Europe, Asia and the U.S, and she has won
multiple international artistic competitions.
In 2018, Maja once again exhibited her works in Miami at Spectrum Miami after winning a competition organized by the online
gallery, Artavita, an influencer in the international art world. Her
large paintings arrived securely with the help of the Honorary
Consulate of the Republic of Poland in Miami. Lady Blanka Rosenstiel, the consulate staff, and volunteer, Małgorzata Sadowska, ensured that her pieces were safely transported to the exhibit where
they were admired and photographed.
Spectrum Miami is a prestigious contemporary art show that is
part of Miami Art Week which occurs every year at the beginning
of December. In 2018, the expo returned to Miami's art district,
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Wynwood, and during the five day event, over 35,000 visitors
roamed the 100,000 square foot exhibition space to admire and
buy works by artists from all over the world. There were 1,000
plus pieces done by 200 world-renowned and young, promising
artists - paintings, graphics, sculptures and photos.
Spectrum Miami is not only an exhibition; it is comprised of
multiple accompanying events, such as the Spotlight Program, Art
Labs, and Art Talks. The Spotlight Program focuses the collectors'
attention on a few of the most interesting artists, and Spectrum
Miami Awards are given to the most outstanding. The select jury
recognized Maja’s unique vision, artistic craft and talent, and
presented her with a special Selects Award for her painting, “The
Fragility of Existence.” She received a plaque from Rick Barnett,
the Director of Redwood Media Group who are organizers of Spectrum Miami.
Maja's brief stay in Miami concluded with the annual Christmas
party in the offices of The American Institute of Polish Culture,
the Chopin Foundation, and the Honorary Consulate of the Republic of Poland. She and her husband mingled with guests, members
and friends and were treated to a piano recital and holiday cheer.
You can learn more about Maja Borowicz and her art
on www.majaborowicz.com
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